MINUTES
FACULTY SENATE MEETING
THURSDAY, November 29, 2007
Gowen Hall, Room 301, 2:30 p.m.
1. Call to Order and Approval of Agenda.
Professor Dan Luchtel, Chair of the Faculty Senate, called the meeting to order at 2:35 p.m. The
agenda was approved. The Chair reminded Senators to identify themselves by name and
departmental affiliation when speaking.
2. Introductory Comments – Professor Dan Luchtel, Chair, Faculty Senate.
“Welcome. Compared to our last meeting, the length our agenda is more reasonable and we should
be able to finish our business in a timely fashion.
“I would like to briefly update you on the faculty salary issue. You will also hear more from Gail
Stygall, chair of the Senate Committee on Planning and Budgeting (SCPB).
“Administrative offices have been helpful in working with SCPB by providing us with data about
various aspects of the budget such as expenditures, tuition funds, indirect costs, and endowment
funds. But it is one matter to have the data; it is another matter to formulate the right questions to ask
of the data. And that is where we are at now, trying to formulate or frame the questions we want to
ask in order to identify problems and then devise solutions. We have had a number of spirited
discussions in SCPB, including notable input from Paul Hopkins of Chemistry. Those of you in Group
3 know him as your Group Rep.
“As an example, here are a few of the questions we have discussed: #1) What fraction of the budget
is spent on faculty salaries? Sub-questions of that question include: How does that fraction vary in the
different Schools and Colleges? How does that fraction compare with the peer institutions that we
compare ourselves with; that is, the Global Challenge Peer State Institutions, the OFM (Office of
Financial Management) Peer Group, and the HECB Peer Institutions? If our goal is to increase on
average salary per faculty member, what are our options? Can we increase the numerator—that is,
salaries? Another option is to decrease the denominator—that is, the number of faculty. #2) How
competitive are our salaries in the different Schools and Colleges with those in our peer institutions?
#3) How can we address salary shortfalls for individuals who are long serving and have not benefited
from one or more "extraordinary" raises, such as a retention offer or an administrative position? I will
leave it to Gail to continue this discussion.
“In another set of discussions, a developing theme is what I would call “Measures of Quality” of our
Schools and Colleges. Maybe a better term is “Measures of Differences” as there are striking
differences among our Schools and Colleges.
“Here are just a few facts to illustrate the differences. Seventeen Schools and Colleges make up UW
Seattle. At the departmental level, there are 128 departments: 116 at UWS, seven at UWT, and five
at UWB. Faculty counts in the academic units vary widely, even to the point where faculty counts in
larger departments are higher than faculty counts in smaller schools. For example, there are 411
voting faculty in the Department of Medicine vs. 61 in the School of Law. More than 70% of all
bachelor’s degrees are earned in one College, the College of Arts & Sciences. Starting salaries, paid
from the state budget, for new Assistant Professors this year varied from $60,000 to $140,000. Nonstate supported salary supplements, such as those from UWP (University of Washington Physicians)
in the School of Medicine, greatly increase the differentials.
“Measures of Quality in our Schools and Colleges could include: #1) The number of tenure track
faculty vs. non-tenure track (WOT) faculty, research faculty and lecturers in the Schools and
Colleges. #2) What are the funding sources for the Schools and Colleges? The differences in funding
sources for the different Schools or Colleges are striking. For example, the percentage of the budget
based on state funds varies from 52% in the School of Law to 5% in the School of Public Health and
Community Medicine. On the other hand, the percentage of the budget based on grant funds is 3% in
the School of Law vs. 85% in the School of Public Health and Community Medicine. #3) How are
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indirect cost returns distributed in the Schools and Colleges? #4) What is the involvement of faculty in
promotion/tenure decisions? In merit review? #5) How well do the various College Councils function?
“For both faculty salary issues and measures of quality, it seems to me that it is virtually impossible to
effect change in this university from the top down. Our administrative structure is too decentralized,
our Schools and Colleges are too different from one another, both in terms of quantitative differences
(for example, measures of size) and qualitative measures (that is, cultural differences and how things
are done in the different units). It seems to me that the only way to effect change is to construct a
matrix of “salary practices” and “measures of quality” as they exist in the various Schools and
Colleges, to identify acute problems in the Schools and Colleges, and to then make this information
as available and transparent as possible so that the administration and faculty can distill a set of “best
practices” to implement change from the bottom up.
“I would like to ask for your help in this effort by hearing from you if you feel you have budgetary
expertise or have questions or know of problems concerning budgets or measures of quality. Just
send an email to: senate@u.washington.edu. Thank you.”
3. Report of the President / Opportunity for Questions – Executive Vice Provost Ana Mari Cauce.
In the absence of the President and the Provost, Executive Vice Provost Ana Mari Cauce addressed
the Senate on two issues: The Dean Searches and plans for a North Sound Campus.
First, she confirmed news that she had been appointed at Dean of the College of Arts and Sciences,
although an official “start date” has yet to be determined. Both the School of Pharmacy and Law
have had initial interviews and expect to have candidates to invite to campus in January.
Vice Provost Cauce and former Provost Lee Huntsman have chaired the UW Committee charged
with undertaking an exploratory study and preparing a recommendation on a North Sound UW
Campus for the Governor. The overall recommendation has been submitted, but a more extensive
academic plan will be submitted in June. NBBJ Consultants were chosen to submit
recommendations on the site. Recent newspaper articles report that Everett is first choice for the
venue, and it is clear that the prospect of a UW campus within their downtown area is very attractive,
given Tacoma’s economic revitalization with the development of that campus. But in addition to the
regional economy, there is an argument for providing a greater capacity for the state to produce fouryear bachelor degrees. Washington State is well below the mean among states in producing
bachelor degrees per capita. The amount the state spends per capita for higher education is about
average, but more of the funding goes to two-year colleges than in other states. Considering these
and other indicators, the state could probably benefit from having another four-year institution.
Faculty input helped shape the conclusions of the report with regard to the plan for development.
The emphasis was to avoid slow and incremental development of the campus. Experience with
Bothell and Tacoma campuses points to the importance of starting up very quickly with an incoming
student body of 2-3,000. Another faculty priority was to have freshmen included at the inception of
the campus – and to anticipate and provide support for students, given the demographic areas the
students will be coming from (similar to that of Tacoma) including financial aid and support for student
learning.
Was the effort over the summer worth the effort in producing the recommendation? Vice Provost
Cauce felt it was in bringing together information required to get honest estimates of the size and
demand for such a campus – but more importantly, an estimate of what it would cost to do it right.
And this amount will catch the attention of the Governor and Legislature. In 2007 dollars, this will be
a $650-850 million project – with $40-50 million per year required in operating funds. The report
emphasized that what the state did not need was another underfunded college.
Questions from Senators included the following issues:
•
•

Perhaps the fact that most students take at least five years to complete a degree skews the
percentage of degrees produced at four-year institutions.
Perhaps we could increase the number of degrees produced here on the Seattle campus in
science and technology by increasing funding to those departments.
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Could other options (eg. on-line) be explored in order to decrease the UW’s carbon footprint?
Vice Provost Cauce remarked that such discussions are on-going within the UW community,
but their charge this summer was to explore options for a North Sound Campus. She also
assured Senators that the UW is well-served by the presence of Randy Hodgins, Director of
State Relations, and our Faculty Legislative Representative, JW Harrington, in Olympia.
Perhaps the decline in four-year degrees is linked to the fact that public secondary education
is not preparing students well for success in higher education (two faculty members
addressed this concern). Vice Provost Cauce acknowledged that that if this campus is built
without a pipeline for qualified students, it won’t work. Senate Vice Chair David Lovell
remarked that this process is part of a larger process known as “Washington Learns” – which
is largely about the “pipeline.” It’s easier for the Legislature to focus on higher education
because it’s not as badly broken as the K-12 system. The temptation is always to find the
easiest and cheapest “solutions” to problems.

4. Report from the Senate Committee on Planning and Budgeting – Professor Gail Stygall, Committee
Chair.
SCPB Chair Gail Stygall began her remarks with a review of the mandate of the Senate Committee
on Planning and Budgeting. She then reviewed Committee discussions over the past quarter,
including state general funds and tuition; grants, contract and indirect cost recovery, and
endowments and investments. All of these included briefings by representatives of central
administration. Faculty only meetings are touching on endowment and investment funds; review of
the Governor’s budget; development of Committee priorities; and a presentation of the first straw
budget.
In the future the Committee will be focusing on policy issues such as salary; tuition increases and
related financial policies; financial aid in relation to the operating budget; investment funds; finances
of self-sustaining programs and the relation of Educational Outreach to operating funds; and
proportion of funds going to improvement of undergraduate and graduate education, including what
priorities are invoked in doing so.
5. Legislative Report – Professor James “J.W.” Harrington, Faculty Legislative Representative.
“In the upcoming short session, the Governor will encourage fiscal restraint. The Governor and a
sizeable number of legislators are eager to see progress in the planning for the UW North Sound
campus, though much of this will hinge on the political wrangling over its location.
Despite the short session, the UW faculty has a substantial legislative agenda, below. Its feasibility is
enhanced by working collaboratively and taking a long-term view:
• many of the items listed will be the focus of the Council of Faculty Representatives (CFR), and
thus will be pursued by representatives from all six universities;
• many of the items below will be led by the UW administration, the Council of Presidents (COP),
and/or the Washington Student Lobby (WSL); and
• our 2007-08 goals for some of the items below are to understand legislators’ stances and to
educate legislators in anticipation of a legislative push in 2008-09.
Legislative Agenda:
• Faculty on Board of Regents & Trustees
• UW Supplemental Operating Budget Requests
• UW Supplemental Capital Budget Requests
• Gardner-Evans-Locke Reauthorization
• Child Care
• New University Campuses
• Budget Implications of Locally Funded Salary Increases
• Recognizing Faculty Voice
• Increasing Limitation on Paid Professional Leaves
Since my last report, I have met with our Special Committee on Legislative Matters twice, with the
ASUW and GPSS legislative representatives, with the Council of Faculty Representatives (which I cochair), and with 8 representatives and Gubernatorial staff. The key development is that the chairs of
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the House Higher Education Committee and the Senate Higher Education Committee will sponsor
legislation (which we have drafted) to mandate gubernatorial appointment of an additional regent or
trustee from the faculty of each institution.
In addition, CFR will be attending to:
• Designation and planning for “high demand” fields
• HEC Board Strategic Master Plan
• Proposed linkage between tuition and salary increases
Finally, CFR will produce “Faculty Serving Washington” on Wednesday 23 January 2008: faculty
from all six institutions will present projects that have a direct impact on the citizens of Washington.”
6. Summary of Executive Committee Actions and Upcoming Issues and Actions of November 19, 2007.
Chair Luchtel explained that item 6 on the agenda lists actions taken by the Executive Committee during
its meeting of November 19, 2007. These include:
a. Minutes from the October 8, 2007 SEC meeting and October 25, 2007 meeting were approved;
b. Werner Kaminsky, Chair of the Faculty Council on Educational Technology presented an updated on
the council’s plagiarism report {Exhibit A};
c. UW Strategic Roadmap for Information Management and Administrative Systems was discussed with
Sara Gomez, Interim Vice Provost for Information Management and Chief Information Officer
http://www.washington.edu/provost/oim/roadmap ;
d. Report from the Faculty Athletic Representative, Patrick Dobel {Exhibit B}.
7. Announcements. There were none.
8. Requests for Information: There were none
9. Nominations and Appointments.
Nominations for Faculty Councils and Committees were approved as listed in {Exhibit C}
10. Memorial Resolution.
Senate Vice Chair David Lovell read the resolution:
BE IT RESOLVED that the minutes of this meeting record the sorrow of the entire faculty upon its loss by
death of these friends and colleagues:
Professor Emeritus Donald Matthews of Political Science who died on November 3, 2007 after having
served the University since 1976.
Professor Emeritus Alton W. Moore of Orthodontics who died on October 23, 2007 after having
served the University since 1948.
Associate Professor Emeritus Charles C. Redeker of Electrical Engineering who died on October 21,
2007 after having served the University since 1963.
Clinical Instructor Erwin Ralph Schumacher of Pediatric Dentistry who died on August 3, 2007 after
having served the University since 1957.
Clinical Associate Professor Bruce Brownfield Smith of Dentistry who died on October 28, 2007 after
having served the University since 1981.
Clinical Associate Professor John Hunt Walker of Radiology who died on November 8, 2007 after
having served the University since 1948.
Associate Professor Emeritus Lars Warme of Scandinavian and Comparative Literature who died on
October 4, 2007 after having served the University since 1975.
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BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that the Senate Chair be directed to communicate to the immediate
survivors the action taken, together with the condolences and sympathy of the faculty.
The resolution was approved by a standing vote of the Faculty Senate
11. Unfinished Business.
a. Class A Legislation – Second Consideration. {Exhibit D}
Jan Sjavik, Chair, Faculty Council on Faculty Affairs.
Title:
Procedures for removal of Faculty Senate officers and the Secretary of the Faculty
Action:
Conduct final review of proposal to submit this legislation to the Faculty for approval or
rejection.
There was no discussion. The motion was approved.
b. Class A Legislation – Second Consideration. {Exhibit E}
Gerry Philipsen, Secretary of the Faculty
Title:
Housekeeping changes to Volume Two, Part 2, Section 22 of the Faculty Code.
Action:
Conduct final review of proposal to submit this legislation to the Faculty for approval or
rejection.
There was no discussion. The motion was approved.
12. New Business.
Class C Resolution. {Exhibit F}
Title:
A Resolution in Support of the University of Washington’s Focus the Nation Event.
Action:
Approve for distribution to the faculty.
Associate Professor LuAnne Thompson (Oceanography) introduced the resolution. This event, scheduled for the
end of January, involved over 1,000 college campuses in a global conversation about global warming. Professor
Thompson indicated there are still ways for faculty to participate and encouraged anyone interested to contact
her. In response to a question about the politics of the event, Professor Thompson assured the Senate that it
was a non-partisan event with balanced political representation.
The resolution was approved.
Class C Resolution. {Exhibit G}
Title:
A Resolution in Support of Providing Faculty Experience on the Board of Regents.
Action:
Approve for distribution to the faculty.

Faculty Legislative Representative JW Harrington introduced the resolution as a way to get a faculty
perspective on the Board of Regents – as opposed to being representatives of the faculty. His research
found that there are faculty members on the Boards of the UC System, the University of Maryland, and
Carnegie Melon, among others. Boards can be strengthened by faculty involvement. When faculty are
not involved on Boards, they tend to be marginalized. Having faculty involvement on Boards can help
address the Legislature’s concerns about accountability. It can help provide oversight of resources and
can help demonstrate outcomes.
That said, Professor Harrington warned Senators that this proposal would be met with substantial
concern. Although the benefit of having a student on the Board is now acknowledged, it was resisted for
many years. Changes such as these will always feel uncomfortable at first.
Senate Chair Luchtel commented that his observation in Regents meetings is that the Student Regent
has an important function and is clearly considered an important voice in all discussions.
Senate Vice Chair Lovell stated that although he is in support of the resolution, he encouraged faculty to
hear potential arguments against it. These might include whether having a faculty member on the Board
would dilute the voice of the elected faculty member, the Senate Chair, who serves ex officio without
vote. Another would be that an employee (the faculty member) serving on the same board as the
employer (the Regents) would raise questions of conflict of interest.
The motion was approved.
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13. Adjournment.
The meeting was adjourned at 4:07.

PREPARED BY: Gerry Philipsen, Secretary of the Faculty
APPROVED BY: Dan Luchtel, Chair, Faculty Senate
.
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Exhibit A

Progress report on the plagiarism issue raised by
the Faculty Council on Educational Technology (FCET)
Werner Kaminsky (chair, FCET)
After interviewing a number of University of Washington faculty and administrators, recommendations
suggested by FCET have been revised and some of them will be implemented in near future.
General agreement was met in seeing a need to tackle plagiarism now to maintain and hopefully enhance
the current level of scholarship within the educational environment offered by our University.
The following is currently in consideration or already applied:
a)

Develop a UW 'Code-of-Honor' that specifically addresses the forms of plagiarism that are
undermining the educational process. Gus Kravas, Special Assistant to the Provost, is going to
devise a text that new students may need to acknowledge.

b)

Identifying faculty that are willing to participate in a pilot to test electronic identification of
plagiarism via available services and software to be given to students for self-testing. These services
are:

1. Turnitin ( http://www.turnitin.com )
2. DOC Cop Plagiarism Detection ( http://www.doccop.com )
3. EVE2 ( http://www.canexus.com )
All interested in actively reducing plagiarism on campus see the advantage if students test their own work
rather than faculty.
c)

There is the desire to hold a micro-conference on plagiarism where 'key players' can touch
bases. It will be held in 420 Sieg Hall with kind help from Don Wulff, Director of the Center for
Instructional Development and Research (CIDR) and Associate Dean of The Graduate School; the
date to be announced soon.

d)

Advise faculty on writing assignments which are arranged to prevent possible plagiarism right
from the start (courses have been offered by Libraries/Catalyst/CIDR).

e)

Give students technical assistance in proper citation practices (see: search engines from
Libraries).

To do (on the micro-conference):
a)

b)

Provide an information package covering Intellectual Property Rights and the consequences of
plagiarism to all entering students and discuss this material at orientation.
Revising / simplifying procedures to address plagiarism cases by faculty or students.
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Exhibit C

Faculty Member Appointments to University Faculty Councils and Senate Committees:
Faculty Council on Educational Outreach
Leslie Breitner, Group 4, Evans School of Public Affairs, for a term September 16, 2007 – September 15,
2010.
Faculty Council on Educational Technology
Alexander Hollmann, Group 1, Classics, for a term September 16, 2007 – September 15, 2010.
Faculty Council on Faculty Affairs
Sarah Bryant-Bertail, Group 2, Drama, for a term September 16, 2007 – September 15, 2010.
Sandra Phillips, Group 8, Restorative Dentistry, for a term September 16, 2007 – September 15, 2010.
Christine Di Stafano, Group 4, Political Science, for a term September 16, 2007 – September 15, 2010.
Faculty Council on Research
Axel Roesler, Group 2, Art, for a term September 16, 2007 – September 15, 2010.
Representative members of Faculty Councils:
Nominate for Senate appointment, effective immediately, representative members of Faculty Councils
and committees for terms ending September 15, 2008 with voting rights to be determined by the SEC
through the Faculty Councils:
Representatives of the Associated Students of the University of Washington:
Council
Research
Facilities and Services
University Relations
Educational Technology

Representative
Poonan Nathu
Elizabeth Campbell
Jessica Norberg
Ryan M. Schmidt

Representatives of the Graduate and Professional Student Senate:
Council
Benefits and Retirement
Educational Technology
Multicultural Affairs
Research
University Relations
Women in Academia

Representative
Andrew Overton
Jonathan Deshazo
Sara Diaz
Theresa Barker
Mimi Bidar
Coleen Carrigan

Nonacademic officers of the University (ex officio):
Council
Academic Standards

Representative
Vikki Haag Day
(Undergraduate Academic
Advising Council)

Representatives of the Staff on Adjudication Panel:
Nominate for Senate appointment, effective immediately, representative members of the Faculty
Adjudication Panel for a two year term ending September 15, 2009:
•
•
•

Ron Eng (proposed by PSO)
Debra Young (proposed by Union [925])
Alice Stokke (self-nominated)
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Exhibit C

Nominate for Senate appointment, effective immediately, representative members of the Faculty
Adjudication Panel for a three year term ending September 15, 2010:
•
•
•

Elizabeth Campbell (proposed by PSO)
Kathy Thomason (proposed by Union [925])
Marsha Donaldson (self-nominated)
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Exhibit D

Section 22- 57. Procedures for Removal of Faculty Senate Officers and the Secretary of the Faculty

A. The Faculty Senate Chair, the Senate Vice-Chair, and the Secretary of the Faculty may each be
removed from office during his or her term of service.
B. The removal procedure is initiated by the submission to the Senate Executive Committee of a petition
signed by no fewer than twenty-five voting members of the Faculty Senate. Upon receipt of such a
petition, the Chair of the Senate Executive Committee shall immediately provide a copy of the petition
to the named officer. The Senate Executive Committee at its next scheduled meeting shall place
consideration of the petition on the agenda of the next regularly scheduled meeting of the Faculty
Senate. The officer named in the petition shall have the right to submit a written rebuttal of the
petition to the Senate Executive Committee. The petition and the rebuttal, if one has been submitted,
shall be distributed with the meeting agenda to the members of the Faculty Senate.
C. When the petition comes before the Faculty Senate, a representative of the petitioners and the
responding faculty officer (or his or her designee) shall be provided an opportunity to address the
Faculty Senate and to answer questions. The petition shall fail unless approved by two-thirds or
more of the voting members of the Faculty Senate present.
D. If the petition is approved by vote of the Faculty Senate, the officer’s position shall become vacant at
the conclusion of that Senate meeting.
Section 22-57 58. Office of University Committees.

Rationale: In a recent change in the appointment procedures for the Secretary of the Faculty, who
previously served at the pleasure of the President of the University, the Secretary is now appointed
by the Senate Executive Committee and confirmed by the Faculty Senate. There is not, currently,
any procedure for recalling such officers after they have been elected by the Senate. The present
proposal attempts to establish procedures that the Senate may invoke in the (unlikely) event that it
loses confidence in one of these important elected officers of the University faculty.
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Exhibit E

Proposed Housekeeping Changes
Volume Two, Part 2, Section 22 of the University Handbook
Section 22-41. Composition of the Senate.
D. Deans of schools and colleges and the Director of Libraries Dean of University Libraries who are not
elected members of the Senate, and the presidents of the Associated Students of the University of
Washington and the Graduate and Professional Student Senate shall be ex officio members of the
Senate with right to speak but without vote.
Section 22-42. Establishment of Faculty Groups
Group Seven:
Anesthesiology

Neurological Surgery

Biochemistry

Neurology

Bioengineering

Obstetrics and Gynecology

Biological Structure

Ophthalmology

Biostatistics

Orthopaedics and Sports Medicine

Comparative Medicine

Otolaryngology

Environmental & Occupational Health Sci.

Pathobiology

Epidemiology

Pathology

Family Medicine

Pediatrics

Genome Sciences

Pharmacology

Global Health

Physiology and Biophysics

Health Services

Psychiatry and Behavioral Sciences

Immunology

Radiation Oncology

Laboratory Medicine

Radiology

Medical Education and Biomedical Informatics

Rehabilitation Medicine

Medical History and Ethics

Surgery

Medicine

Urology

Microbiology

Rationale: These changes reflect the current reality.
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A Resolution in Support of the University of Washington’s Focus the Nation Event.

WHEREAS, climate change has been recognized globally as an issue of enormous importance; and
WHEREAS, the education of students regarding the threat of climate change as well as possible
solutions should be a crucial priority in order to prepare students for the post-university world; and
WHEREAS, the University of Washington has begun to address climate change solutions by signing the
American College & University Presidents Climate Commitment in March, 2007; and
WHEREAS, Focus the Nation is a national campaign designed to create a dialogue about climate change
solutions at over a thousand colleges, universities, high schools, middle schools, civic organizations and
businesses; and
WHEREAS, the University of Washington is hosting a Focus the Nation event on January 31, 2008; and
WHEREAS, President Mark Emmert has signed a statement supporting the goals of the University of
Washington’s Focus the Nation event; therefore,
BE IT RESOLVED, that the Faculty Senate of the University of Washington recognizes the importance of
taking an informed stance on climate change, and;
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that the Faculty Senate supports efforts of Focus the Nation to educate
the University of Washington campus as well as the larger Seattle community about climate change, and;
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that the Faculty Senate endorses the following statement and course of
action formulated by the national Focus the Nation organizing committee:
Global warming poses a serious threat to people and natural systems across the
planet. Public and private policy decisions about global warming this decade will
have impacts lasting for generations. To focus the nation’s attention on this
crucial issue, the University of Washington, in conjunction with colleges,
universities, and high schools across the country, will organize a symposium
about ‘Global Warming Solutions for America’ on or around January 31 2008. On
that day, faculty are strongly encouraged to join with their classes to attend
scheduled programs about climate change or to discuss it with their own
students. The symposium program committee will work with interested faculty to
develop appropriate material for their classes and to insure that diverse
disciplines are represented in symposium panels and workshops.
BE IT FURTHER RESOVLED, that the Faculty Senate further encourages the participation of students,
faculty, and staff in the University of Washington’s Focus the Nation event.

Submitted by:
Senate Executive Committee
November 19, 2007
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A Resolution in Support of Providing Faculty Experience on the Board of Regents.

WHEREAS, the University faculty are professionals in teaching and learning assessment, as well as their
specialized fields; and
WHEREAS, the University faculty are frontline service providers, designing courses, assessing students,
supervising student research, pursuing research grants, and conducting studies that can affect the
health, economy, teaching, music, and art of the state; and
WHEREAS, the University faculty are policymakers, deliberating on admissions standards for programs,
curricula for programs, degree requirements, and the need for and acceptability of new degree programs,
at the levels of the department, for each school or college, and for the college or university as a whole;
and
WHEREAS, the University’s Board of Regents is charged with the establishment of the University’s
entrance requirements, schools, colleges, departments, and degree requirements, and assesses the
outcomes of the use of state funds; and
WHEREAS, the Revised Code of Washington 28B.10.520 stipulates that “Each member of a board of
regents or board of trustees of a university or other state institution of higher education, before entering
upon his duties, shall take and subscribe an oath to discharge faithfully and honestly his duties and to
perform strictly and impartially the same to the best of his ability, such oath to be filed with the secretary
of state;” and
WHEREAS, national organizations of university governing boards and of trustees have noted the trend
toward including faculty in governing boards to improve the effectiveness of the boards’ deliberations and
decisions; therefore,
THE FACULTY SENATE RESOLVES, that the governance of the University of Washington shall be
vested in a board of regents to consist of eleven members, one of whom shall be a full-time or emeritus
member of the faculty of the University. The governor shall select the faculty member from a list of
candidates, of at least three and not more than five, submitted by the University’s Faculty Senate. The
faculty member shall hold his or her office for a term of three years, from the first day of July until the first
day of July of the following year or until his or her successor is appointed and qualified, whichever is later.
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that the Senate authorizes its Legislative Representative to pursue this
resolution through discussion and support of state legislation.

Submitted by:
Senate Executive Committee
November 19, 2007

